
Student Union is looking into 
getting the Bear Bucks program 
accepted at more venues after its 
successful debut this fall by the 
University.

Students could use Bear Bucks, 
which were previously called 
Campus Card points, on campus 
at dining facilities, the bookstore, 
Bear Necessities and more. Now 

students are also able to use their 
ID cards to buy their meals at Bobo 
Noodlehouse and Kayak’s Coffee, 
both northeast of  campus.

Student Union recently sur-
veyed students to determine where 
students would most like to be 
able to use Bear Bucks. The sur-
vey was broken down into several 
categories include “Apartment/
Room Accessory Merchants,” 

“Instead of the broken people our 
enemies anticipated, we became as 
close to being one as a people can 
become,” American Culture Studies 
professor Wayne Fields told an audi-
ence of 400 students and faculty 
gathered in Edison Theatre Sunday 
afternoon to commemorate the 10th 
anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks.

The various speakers and perform-
ers at the ceremony, titled “Ten Years 
Later,” discussed the importance of  
remembrance, called for renewed 
unity among Americans and empha-
sized the importance of tolerance.

The program began with an 
address from student organizer John 
Mern, a junior, who created the 
event with fellow student Ammar 
Karimjee last year. Mern worked 
with fellow junior Jannina Phi to 
coordinate programming for the 
event. 

“In my mind, [this event] is kind 
of a way of overcoming or fight-
ing back. Our way of retaliating 
against the attacks was to actually 
be strengthened by them as a com-
munity, to get stronger from what 

happened and to get closer. The 
attacks were horrible, and they took 
a lot from a lot of people in our coun-
try, but to be able to take something 
back from them was the best lesson 
we could have learned. To be able to 
take away a stronger sense of com-
munity was really the only thing we 
had after they occurred,” Mern said. 

Mern’s remarks were followed by 
a presentation of the colors by mem-
bers of Washington University’s 
ROTC, who retired the colors at the 

end of the ceremony.
Following the proceeding, a 

collaboration of Washington 
University’s a cappella groups pre-
sented the national anthem as the 
audience stood in silence. 

Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton 
shared his memories of how the 
University community responded to 
the attacks and discussed how far it’s 

come in those 10 years.
“We still face the challenge of  

remembering a very difficult day. 
But even so, though there were many 
immediate challenges, I believe the 
world is better today than in 2001 on 
this date,” he said. 

The Chancellor concluded by 
noting his pride in the University’s 
strong and diverse community.

“Sustaining peace, expanding 
economic prosperity and making 
sure that all people everywhere have 
a sense of security is an impor-
tant objective, and I’m proud that 
Washington University is at the 
forefront of striving to build on these 
important goals,” he said.
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September 11, in memorium

MATT MITGANG | STUDENT LIFE

The Pikers perform “One Day” at Ten Years Later, a Sept. 11 memorial event organized by junior John Mern and other 
students.

Students commemorate 
attacks ten years later
SADIE SMECK
NEWS EDITOR Instead of 

the broken peo-
ple our enemies 
anticipated, we 
became as close 
to being one as 
a people can be-
come.

-Professor Wayne Fields 

SEE MEMORIUM, PAGE 3

University introduces Bear Bucks 
program, SU looks to expand it
CHLOE ROSENBERG
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

More than a dozen student 
groups will spend the next two 
weeks vying for Student Union 
funding to bring speakers to 
campus.

SU Treasury has more than 
$300,000 that it can spend 
on bringing proposed speak-
ers including Al Gore, Fareed 
Zakaria, John Legend and Garry 
Kasparov to campus.

Voting on big and small-cost 
speakers will take place at SU 
Treasury’s weekly meeting on 
Sept. 13. The group will vote on 
medium-cost speakers—those 
costing between $20,000 and 
$75,000—at its meeting on the 
20th.

Collectively, groups are appeal-
ing for a total of  nearly $800,000.

SU Treasury will be collecting 
student input on the appeals by 
emailing a survey and tabling at 
the DUC.

 “It looks like a good possible 
lineup,” Speaker of  the Treasury, 
Julian Nicks, said. “What I 
really enjoy is we have a lot more 
smaller groups...appealing for 

speakers.”
In addition to an unusu-

ally lengthy docket of  appeals, 
Treasury is also seeing larger 
appeals than in the past.

The College Democrats will be 
appealing for almost $145,000 to 
pay Al Gore to speak on campus. 
That is equal to the amount used 
to fund the eight main speakers 
last year, including news anchor 
Soledad O’Brien, PostSecret 
founder Frank Warren, Wikipedia 
co-founder Jimmy Wales and 
journalist Nicholas Kristof. 

If  passed, it would be SU 
Treasury’s first time allocating 
more than $100,000 toward one 
speaker. Last year, it rejected the 
College Democrats’ appeal for 
$127,000 to bring TV comedy per-
sonality Bill Maher to campus.

This year’s Student Union 
executive slate allocated $115,000 
to a big speaker account in hopes 
that SU Treasury would fund one 
expensive speaker this year.

College Democrats President 
Sherveen Mashayekhi said the 
group chose Al Gore because 
of  his qualifications and ability 

SU to vote on funding 
Gore, others to speak
MICHAEL TABB
NEWS EDITOR

SEE BEAR BUCKS, PAGE 3

SEE SPEAKERS, PAGE 2
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Facing a 16-20 deficit in the sec-
ond set against No. 6 Christopher 
Newport University (CNU), 
Washington University women’s vol-
leyball head coach Rich Luenemann 
called a timeout and asked his team 
for some focus.

From there, the Bears took over the 
match and ended the set the way they 
ended every set of the weekend—
with a victory.

“The whole time throughout the 
match, we always expected to win,” 
junior Kelly Pang said. “There were 
no doubts in our minds.”

Behind an incredible 82 digs from 
the team’s back row, the No. 2 Bears 
rallied in the set and went on to beat 
CNU 3-0 (25-17, 25-23, 25-20) to fin-
ish off a 4-0 weekend and win the 
WU/Asics National Invitational.

“I’m really proud of us as a team,” 
Pang, who registered 30 digs in the 
final match, said. “This is obvi-
ously a higher field of competition 

this weekend and I’m glad how we 
responded, and I think it says a lot, 
especially when we were down at 
times and were able to come back.”

The win came hours after a 3-0 (25-
18, 25-20, 25-11) victory over No. 20 
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, 
and the day after 3-0 wins against 
Ohio Northern University (25-14, 
25-15, 25-19) and No. 8 Carthage 
College (25-13, 25-21, 25-20).

Facing three ranked teams, Wash. 

Volleyball sweeps home tournament, 
ranked opponents

KURT ROHRBECK
SENIOR SPORTS EDITOR

SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 8
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MONDAY 12
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ISOLATED T-STORMS
92 / 58

WEDNESDAY 14
PARTLY CLOUDY
77 / 55theflipside

September 8
Parking violation—At 11:12 a.m., at lot 
#2, university police assisted Parking and 
Transportation with a fraudulent parking 
permit. The permit was seized, and the 
vehicle was towed.
Disposition: Cleared.

Informational—At 3:12 p.m., at Danforth 
Campus, a complainant reported another 
student who was making her uneasy 
through his contact with her.
Disposition: Pending.

Larceny—At 1:22 p.m., at South Forty 
House, a complainant reports tools missing 
from a lower-level storage room. The crime 
occurred between 2 p.m. on Sept. 7 and 3 
p.m. on Sept. 8. The loss is valued at $165. 
Disposition: Pending.

MONDAY 12
Assembly Series / First Year Reading 
Program
South 40, College Hall, 7 p.m.
Steven Galloway is the author of this year’s 
First Year Reading Program selection, “The 
Cellist of Sarajevo,” a gripping portrait of 
a city under siege and how small acts of 
humanity brought redemption and renewal. 
The event is free and open to the public. 

TUESDAY 13
Campus Blood Drive
Multiple locations throughout the University
All students, staff, and faculty are 
encouraged to participate in this effort to 
replenish the region’s blood supply. If you 
haven’t donated blood before, give it a try at 
one of the eight locations on campus,

Tuesday Tea at 3
Danforth University Center, 3 p.m.
Relax and gather with friends and 
colleagues over tea and cookies. 

Visiting Hurst Professor Reading
Whitaker Hall Auditorium, Room 100, 6 p.m.
Visiting Hurst Professor Aleksandar Hemon, 
author of “The Lazarus Project,” reads from 
his fiction. The reading, which is free and 
open to the public, will be followed by a 
book sale and reception.

WEDNESDAY 14
Washington University Remembers 9/11: A 
Panel Discussion
Whitaker Hall Auditorium, Room 100, 5 p.m.
The panel will include faculty, staff and 
administrators who were at the University 
on 9/11 and be moderated by Randall 
Calvert, director of American Culture 
Studies. Substantial time will be devoted 
to audience comments and questions. This 
event will inaugurate “Remembering 9/11,” 
a multifaceted cultural archival project that 
will become a part of AMCS’s American 
Lives (AL) digital initiative.

Fall Career Fair
Recreational Gym, Athletic Complex, 3 p.m.-7 
p.m.
Danforth Campus will host local and 
national organizations for the Fall 
Internship & Job Career Fair, open to WUSTl 
students and alumni. A valid ID is required 
for attendance.

EVENT
CALENDAR

POLICE
BEAT

QUOTE
OF THE DAY

The police responded to this noise com-
plaint like any other. But something was 
different when officers arrived at the apart-
ment—it was completely unfurnished.

According to Cheryl Adelstein, director 
of  community relations and local govern-
ment affairs, when WUPD realized that 
hundreds of  undergraduate students were 
partying in an empty apartment on Forsyth 
Boulevard that was being rented solely for 
throwing parties, it became apparent that 
this was more than just a matter of  break-
ing up a gathering.

Though in the past most off-
campus issues have occurred in the 
neighborhoods north of  campus, new 
efforts by both Washington University’s 
Office of  Community and Government 
Relations and Office of  Campus Life will 
target students living along Forsyth.

While the number of  incidents on 
Forsyth this year may not be larger than 
usual, the problems have been significant 

enough to demand the University’s atten-
tion, according to Adelstein. “There’s been 
three to four instances on Forsyth earlier 
this year that have led us to believe that we 
have to do greater education efforts with 
the students there,” she said. “Every year 
we try to address them, but we’re going to 
try and go at it in a more cohesive way this 
year.”

While the issues aren’t unprecedented, 
Adelstein said that the continued dif-
ficulties are putting additional strain on 
community relations.

“I’d say that [relations are] very tense; 
the neighbors on that street have tolerated a 
lot of  very inappropriate behavior for a very 
long time,” Adelstein said. “I’m hopeful 
that our education efforts will have impact 
to make the neighborhood friendlier for 
both students and neighbors.”

Students who live on Forsyth were not 
aware of  any issues between students and 
neighbors.

“The only complaint I’ve ever gotten 
from a neighbor was when people blocked 
[his] driveways,” fifth-year student Daniel 

Kang said. “There hasn’t been any huge 
issue I’m aware of.”

Senior Corey Donahue also said he 
wasn’t familiar with any significant stu-
dent-local issues, but noted that he lives in 
a quieter part of  the neighborhood.

“I’ve had no experience with student 
rowdiness on Forsyth, but I live pretty far 
down,” he said.

Though Adelstein’s office is continuing 
to devise a strategy for the coming year, she 
says its current efforts will include mailing 
letters, engaging in conversations with stu-
dents and holding events to bring students 
and community members together.

Beyond Forsyth, however, Adelstein said 
that the number of  off-campus incidents so 
far this year is not abnormal.

“We’ve had a fairly quiet start to the 
school year in terms of  student behavior in 
the neighborhoods, and we’re very hopeful 
that that trend will continue,” she said.

University to target rowdy behavior on 
Forsyth

Write to Michael Tabb at 
MICHAEL.TABB@STUDLIFE.COM

MICHAEL TABB
NEWS EDITOR

to draw a large number of  students. The 
group estimates that more than 1400 mem-
bers of  the community would attend.

“I think he’ll really speak to a very large 
audience…both to the political commu-
nity and the environmental community 
at Wash. U.,” Mashayekhi said. “We are 
working with a bunch of  campus partners 
and we’ve had really great feedback.”

The Asian Multicultural Council is also 
appealing for the money in the big speaker 
account to bring journalist and commenta-
tor Fareed Zakaria to campus.

For around $92,000, the group believes 
Zakaria would draw a crowd of  around 
800.

According to Nicks, the big speaker 
account is not the only change this year, 
Treasury is also putting pressure on stu-
dent groups to appeal for funding early.

By encouraging groups wanting more 
than $15,000 for speakers to apply over 
the summer, Nicks said Treasury should 
be able to manage a more diverse Speaker 
Series, avoiding last-minute debacles like 

funding Bristol Palin last year.
Other significant-cost speaker appeals 

include those to fund chess grandmaster 
Garry Kasparov for $72,400, musician 
John Legend for $69,493, journalist David 
Brooks for $60,000 and neurosurgeon 

Sanjay Gupta for $57,300.
Pending SU Treasury funding, the 

speakers will be coming to campus this 
spring.

SPEAKERS FROM PAGE 1

Write to Michael Tabb at 
MICHAEL.TABB@STUDLIFE.COM

A recent rainstorm flooded one of  the 
University’s new bike nodes and is causing 
students concern about the suitability of  the 
bike nodes.

The node south of  Olin Library was just 
one of  numerous areas across the Danforth 
Campus affected by the weather. But the fact 
that the issues have come only weeks after 
the end of  construction has left members 
of  the University community unsure as to 
whether or not they are comfortable leaving 
their bikes in the nodes.

The nodes were installed earlier this year 
as places for students to park their bikes. 
They are the first of  many to appear across 
campus under the University’s new bike 
plan.

The drainage problem was caused by 
about an inch of  rain falling in around 15 
minutes. Although the moderate node flood 
didn’t cause any lasting damage, some 

students worry that the rain could cause 
damage to their bikes.

“I would not leave my bikes in the nodes, 
because when bike parts get wet they tend to 
rust. If  you don’t keep the chain or derailers 
lubricated they may not work properly or last 
as long,” said freshman Will Dewispelaere, a 
member of  the University cycling team.

While other students also noted unease 
over the drainage issue, many said that they 
still plan to use the nodes.

“The rain has potential to ruin my bike 
regardless of  where I park it so it would be 
worth the risk,” freshman Sam Glinsmann 
said.

Some students said that the parking 
options are still better than in previous years.

“Last year there weren’t enough racks, so 
I’m happy with the change. Even if  there’s 
a risk that the racks may flood, people will 
probably still park their bikes outside Olin,” 
sophomore Becky Greenberg said.

Freshman Amy Brummer says that she 
will continue to park in the nodes but will 

keep an eye on weather forecasts.
“I would still park my bike there unless 

I knew it was going to rain. I think that it 
is a convenient place to park it, so I would 
not sacrifice moving it for convenience. 
However, if  I knew it was going to rain it 
may change my mind,” she said.

According to Sarah Stanton, assistant 
project manager for Facilities Planning & 
Management, the nodes will be able to han-
dle more extreme weather as fall and winter 
approach. They are all made of  permeable 
pavers designed to absorb and drain water.

Stanton said that removing snow from the 
nodes should not be a problem, because it 
should drain similarly to rain.

However, she is open to reevaluating the 
situation if  the need arises.

“We’re at a point now where we are at 
the first stage of  implementation, and we 
will see what works and then adapt to it,” 
Stanton said.

Flooded bike node causes consternation

Write to Alexandra Blasch at 
ALEXANDRA.BLASCH@STUDLIFE.COM

ALEXANDRA BLASCH
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

Al GoreFareed Zakaria

SYLVIA WANG | STUDENT LIFE
A pool of water surrounds the bike nodes outside Olin Library the evening of Sept. 3 after afternoon storms.

“We still face 

the challenge of 

remembering a very 

difficult day. But even 

so, though there were 

many immediate 

challenges, I believe the 

world is better today 

than in 2001 on this 

date.” 

-Chancellor Mark S. 

Wrighton
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“Clothing/Supplies Merchants,” 
“Entertainment Merchants” and 
“Restaurant Merchants.”

Popular requests include 
Schnuck’s, Target, the Galleria 6 
Cinemas, Trader Joe’s, FroYo on the  
Delmar Loop, Pi and the Pageant.

Members of the University com-
munity are enthusiastic about the 
program.

“I think it’s a good idea, especially 
since they are in our neighborhood in 
University City. It is quite convenient 
to us if we can use Campus Card 
to do shopping in that area,” said 
Adrien Chou, a first year graduate 

student.
Kayak’s general manager Kevin 

Reddy says that the Bear Bucks pro-
gram has been a success thus far.

“We’re very happy with the pro-
gram. There is no loss in it for us. 
It is a way to guarantee additional 
business,” Reddy said. “It has been 
everything we hoped it would be. We 
look forward to seeing how much it 
will increase as time goes by.”

According to Reddy, more stu-
dents are using Bear Bucks as the 
semester continues. He also says that 
Bear Bucks are making the restaurant 
more attractive to underclassmen 

who were not previously inclined 
make the trek to Kayaks.

“It continues to climb, it has cer-
tainly made a difference in our sales. 
We are also getting more underclass 
students,” Reddy said.

According to Dining Services 
Manager Paul Schimmele, par-
ents approve of the Bear Bucks 
program because it gives them con-
trol of where their students shop off  
campus. The University needs to pre-
approve a business before they can 
accept Bear Bucks. 

“Parents like that this account can 
only be used at university-approved 

places,” Schimmele said.
Schimmele says that the idea to 

use Bear Bucks off campus first came 
up because many students like to eat 
off campus.

“A lot of our students go off cam-
pus so there has been an initiative to 
centralize some of the things related 
to the use of the account,” he said.

Members of the University admin-
istration do not think that Bear Bucks 
will detract from the success of cam-
pus dining services.

“I think that it gives students an 
option they didn’t have before, but 
it doesn’t change student actions,” 

Schimmele said.
Still, if  on campus sales decline 

drastically, the University will look 
into altering the Bear Bucks program.

“I don’t think that will be the case, 
but if that changes, there will be a 
discussion on campus,” Bon Appetit 
Resident District Manager Nadeem 
Siddiqui said.

Students can add money to 
their Bear Bucks accounts through 
WebSTAC.

BEAR BUCKS FROM PAGE 1

Members of WU-SLam read 
poems of remembrance written 
by other American poets. William 
Lowry, a professor of political sci-
ence, then shared a Voltaire quote 
with the audience: “To the living, we 
owe respect, to the dead, we owe the 
truth.”

Lowry called students to take the 
first half of the quotation to heart, 
and concluded his remarks by asking 
students to stand and offer some-
one sitting near them a “respectful 
greeting.”

Junior Siddharth Krishnan offered 
an international student’s perspective. 

He spoke of two family trips to the 
United States, one in 2000 when he 
was nine, and another two years later, 
after the Sept. 11 attacks. 

He spoke of how the “gentle curi-
osity” Americans felt toward him in 
2000 transformed into an attitude 
of suspicion. But when he returned 
again in 2009, he said this attitude 
had subsided to one of acceptance. 

Students who attended the event 
appreciated the formal tone and for-
mat of the event.

“I think the whole thing was 
really well done, in a very respect-
ful remembering tone,” sophomore 

Moira Moynihan said. 
John Mern, who has coordi-

nated 9/11 memorials for the past 
two years, hopes the tradition will 
continue not only next year, when 
he is a senior, but also after he has 
graduated. 

“It’s got to be done by people 
who care enough to do it. Sadly to 
say, that’s not going to exist in a few 
years on this campus,” he said. “One 
or two years of feeling stronger as a 
nation isn’t enough to try to regain 
what we lost—it has to be something 
that continues, and I think it has to 
be sort of an ongoing and evolving 

lesson.”
Some freshmen who attended the 

event expressed that while they may 
not remember the details of that 
day, they consider it important to 
acknowledge the anniversary of the 
tragic date.

“Since I don’t personally remem-
ber what happened on that day at 
that time, I at least owe it to myself  
and to everyone else who actually 
faced these issues and hardships to 
remember and to pay my respects,” 
freshman Effie Adjei said. 

Both Wrighton and Fields hon-
ored Dean McLeod during the 

ceremony. 
Fields closed his speech by laud-

ing Dean McLeod’s commitment 
to improve not only the University 
community, but also the human com-
munity. Fields urged students and 
faculty in the audience to try to live 
in a way that shows respect to those 
who died in the Sept. 11 attacks and 
to the ideals by which Dean McLeod 
tried to live his own life.

“For them, for him, let us do bet-
ter,” Fields said.

Write to Sadie Smeck at 
SADIE.SMECK@STUDLIFE.COM

MEMORIUM FROM PAGE 1

Write to Chloe Rosenberg at 
CHLOE.ROSENBERG
@STUDLIFE.COM



STAFF EDITORIAL

Yesterday marked the 10th 
anniversary of 9/11. Obviously, in 
more ways than one, that national 
catastrophe has been a defining event 
for our generation. 

The greater majority of us 
weren’t even teenagers in 2001, 
most undergraduate seniors being 
just 11 years old, and each of us 
has a memory of where they were 
on that day. We grew up in a time 
clearly marked as the “post-9/11 
world.” We acquired a new lexicon: 
war on terror, national security and 
Osama bin Laden. At Washington 
University, a formal memorial was 
held in Edison Theatre on Sunday 

afternoon to mark the event. The 
400-plus attendees did not repre-
sent a significant percentage of the  
University community. 

As a student body, however, 
we have not let 9/11 pass us by. 
Individually, everyone remembers 
in their own ways. But perhaps most 
significantly, our generation came 
together in the way with which we 
are most familiar: social media. 

Traditionally, tragic events are 
commemorated with vigils and 
statues. Locally and nationally, 9/11 
memorial services were held. Our 
generation, in contrast, is defined in 
large part by our use of the Internet 

and social media. We are used to 
sharing our thoughts and feelings 
online. This has inevitably affected 
how we individually and collectively 
remember important events. 9/11 is 
no exception. 

While important, traditional com-
memoration does not entirely reflect 
how we digest important events or 
serve our needs. College students 
changed their Facebook statuses to 
honor the lives lost. Profile pictures 
became flags or Statues of Liberty. 
Even though we didn’t all physically 
assemble, we acknowledged each 
other’s memories and feelings. We 
empathized. We spent time on the 

Internet reading news coverage and 
tweets. In the same way, students 
changed their Facebook statuses to 
honor Dean McLeod.

 For our generation, social media 
plays a the role of physical assembly. 
Though different than our parents’ 
and grandparents’ experiences, 
our manner of remembrance is no 
worse—just more appropriate to our 
shared experience. Facebook statuses 
and tweets have not yet supplanted 
vigils and statues. However, they 
contribute in the same way to our 
collective remembrance of 9/11 by 
creating a sense of community.

Going forward, we can speculate 

about whether we will continue 
to rely heavily on social media to 
commemorate important events. 
Right now, our parents’ generation is 
charged with erecting memorials and 
organizing assemblies. 

As college students, we do not 
have the same resources as they do. 
Social media, however, will con-
tinue to be an important outlet for 
remembrance. We are the Internet 
generation. Our collective remem-
brance can be found in our Facebook 
statuses and tweets in a way that 
traditional memorials do not capture. 
Privately and publicly, we remember 
and will not soon forget.
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Remembering 9/11 in the digital generation

Imagine for a moment that it’s 
your first day of  college. You’ve 
finally managed to get all your 
boxes and bags up to your 
fourth-floor suite and are joy-
fully unpacking and anticipating 
all the amazing experiences 
you’ll have in there over the 
course of  the year. 

Then your RA knocks on your 
door with a cup and reminds 
you that before you finish, you 
have to head downstairs for 
your mandatory drug test. 

While this may seem incom-
prehensible at a school like 
Wash. U., barely 100 miles 
southwest of  here, at Linn State 
Technical College, this is real-
ity. This year, Linn State has 
enacted a program requiring all 
members of  its incoming classes 
to be regularly tested for a 

variety of  drugs. No exceptions.
Linn State is a two-year 

technical college. As such, the 
use of  high-risk machinery 
is extremely common upon 
campus. The school believes 
that because many of  their 
students are utilizing these 
dangerous tools on a regular 
basis, and will be entering fields 
of  work where drug testing will 
be a regular occurrence, this 
program seems to make sense. 
That is, until you realize that, 
according to linnstate.edu, they 
also have students majoring in 
English, mathematics, computer 
programming and a variety of  
other programs, none of  which 
involves power tools or other 
hazardous materials.

The right to privacy is some-
thing that has been guaranteed 
since almost the founding of  
the United States. While it 
may make sense to test those 

students who are often in 
potentially unsafe situations, to 
require it for students in very 

different situations seems not 
only unreasonable, but also 
unconstitutional. 

The fourth amendment pro-
tects all citizens of  the United 
States from unreasonable search 
or seizure, and according to the 
Supreme Court case Treasury 
Employees v. Von Raab, requir-
ing someone to produce a urine 
sample (from employees, in 

this specific case) constituted a 
search under the same amend-
ment. The screening also 
violates an expected right to pri-
vacy, something that most value 
and take care to protect.

And not only do the students 
have to offer up a urine sample 
in order to remain enrolled at 
Linn State, but they are also 
required to pay for each test, 
which costs approximately $50. 
In a time when many students 
are already struggling to pay 
for tuition and may remain 
in debt for years to come, the 
added cost of  drug tests over the 
course of  the year quickly adds 
up.

Here at Wash. U., we have 
students and staff  participating 
in a variety of  types of  research. 
Some may involve risky proce-
dures and machinery, as well 
as the participation of  large 
groups of  people. It would not 

be unreasonable to test someone 
before they perform surgery, as 
Wash. U.-affiliated hospitals 
do. It would not be unreason-
able to want to save someone 
from allowing a potentially 
drug-addled person to cut into 
his or her body or perform tests 
on them. But it is unreasonable 
to require an English major to 
offer up a urine sample in order 
to enter their discussion on 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 

Drug screening may be 
needed in certain situations; 
there is no denying that. And 
wanting to look out for the 
safety of  students and staff  
is nothing new. Sometimes, 
infringing on a person’s rights 
may be necessary for the safety 
of  the larger community.

Mandatory privacy invasion
CASEY FEDERBUSCH
STAFF COLUMNIST

AVIYA LANIS | STUDENT LIFE

Casey Federbusch is a freshman in 
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erbusch at  CASEY.FEDERBUSCH@
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 The right to 
privacy is something 
that has been guar-
anteed since almost 
the founding of the 
United States.



Life on the South 40 and at 
Wash. U. in general is surpris-
ingly easy to navigate, even if  
you, like me, took two weeks to 
figure out the combination to 
your campus box. As daunting 
as grand new vistas of  oppor-
tunity, decision-making, and 
laundry-doing appeared in sum-
mer (when I had nothing better 
to do than speculate baselessly 
about what college life would 
involve), the actual mechanics 
of  day-to-day existence aren’t 
so far removed from what they 
were at home. 

Sure, I might have had a 
small breakdown upon notic-
ing a ‘hand wash’ label on not 
one but three of  my skirts, but 
the fact is that certain kinds of  
incompetence don’t last long 
in the wild. There was a time 
when finding out everything 
we needed to know required us 
to ask really stupid questions; 
these days, we have the Internet.

All of  this should have come 

as a relief. But I have to admit, 
I was sort of  counting on the 
bustle of  adjustment to dis-
tract me from the less concrete 
consequences of  not living at 
home…namely, the part where 
you’re no longer living at home. 
Whether it’s the weather, or 
the sound of  partiers passing 
outside our window at 3 a.m., 
or the sadly subpar Internet con-
nection in the dorms—there’s 
no escaping the reality of  dis-
placement. I’ve lived my entire 
life up to now on the coast of  
California, and I am occasion-
ally caught off  guard by things 
as small but fundamental as 
the species of  trees that grow 
around here and the texture of  
the air. I imagine, though, that 
even you freshmen who grew 
up in St. Louis only have to 
look around to find a hundred 
reminders that you have entered 
what amounts to another world: 
in how the people around you 
view you, in what they expect 
of  you, in everything they don’t 
know about you.  

It’s refreshing, of  course. 

It’s among the greatest attrac-
tions of  adulthood—the chance 
to live among strangers, the 
implicit freedom to remake 
yourself, though that is not to 
say that in college you’ll be a 
different person from who you 
were in high school. All else 
aside, we have better things to 
do—such as BME homework—
than devote our attention to 
crafting new identities, but 
the possibility of  growth is 
there and waiting. It makes the 
strangeness of  Wash. U. excit-
ing instead of  painful. I haven’t 
missed California eucalyptus in 
all the time I’ve been here, and I 
swear I was even getting used to 
the heat before it cooled down 
this week.  

I have missed my mother, 
though. And the thing is, I miss 
her when I’m actually talking 
to her, not when I haven’t heard 
her voice over the phone for 
several days. Talking to some-
one who knows you better than 
anyone in the world, after days 
of  the kind of  liberty that near-
anonymity offers, is a shock. 

Maybe that will pass with 
time, when I have more friends 
here, when I can remember 
the nuances of  life at home a 
little less clearly or when the 

gap between the two worlds of  
Wash. U. and San Francisco has 
been at least partially bridged. 
However, there’s no denying 
that for these first few weeks, 
it’s hard to resist the temptation 
to skip the phone conversa-
tion, skip the Skype and to 
plead business and classwork 
and exhaustion when I get a 

plaintive email asking why I 
haven’t called. 

I enjoy the novelty, but nos-
talgia, when it’s stirred up, isn’t 
pleasant at all, and neither is 
the spike of  guilt over enjoying 
myself  wholeheartedly. But the 
best way to conquer homesick-
ness is probably not to simply 
avoid it, as straightforward as it 
would be to just cut off  all com-
munication and throw myself  
into collegiate life. It is probable 
that the only way I can beat 
homesickness on its own ground 
is to face it as it comes, to let 
myself  be unhappy and to learn 
a little more about the opposite 
pulls of  the familiar and the 
unknown through my unhappi-
ness. I am here, after all, for an 
education in engineering and 
in personhood, and no one said 
that the process of  education 
would always be fun. But it is 
always worth it.
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This was a piece I wrote on 
September 12, 2001.

 Since my conception, I have 
been nothing more than a sym-
bol. My mother, who gave me 
my beginning so many years ago 
made me rather unique. I was 
nothing special—just a simple 
creation filled with delightful 
colors and shapes. It wasn’t until 
shortly after my conception that 
I began to embark on my destiny, 
at such a young age. It seemed 
that the world around me had 
been torn apart by revolution. I 
was there as a symbol, as a new 
form of  independence and free-
dom never seen before. As years 
passed, I reached a larger status 
in life. I helped with the fight 
for freedom in my new land. I 
was there to turn away tyrants 
and thieves when my home 
was under attack. But soon, my 
people would become divided, 
and I would be opposed. The 
conflict caused brother to fight 
brother over slavery and laws 

covering the land. I was up to 
the task again, even when my 
own people were split. When 
this civil war ended, I united my 
people again as a new symbol of  
freedom, with liberty and justice 
for all.

As time passed, I matured. I 
became a stronger, more valuable 
part of  a great country.  In lands 
far away, injustice and abuse 
were widespread, so my people 
joined together in what was to be 
a World War, a war that would 
end all wars. We fought bravely 
and united; we conquered evil to 
help save the world. Our leaders 
believed that there should be a 
united group of  nations to pre-
vent such an atrocity from ever 
occurring again. I would now be 
used throughout the world as a 
symbol of  strength and peace.

As we marched to help defend 
the world and prevent her from 
dismay, I was hurt and battered 
by what I had been put through. 
I had seen my fellow country-
men hurt and killed like never 
before. After all the devastation 
brought on by this Third Reich, 
my soldiers were victorious. 

I was raised to victory atop a 
mountain far away from my 
shores by six brave Marines to 
again be a symbol of  freedom for 
the world to see. 

After the war was finished 
peace was restored, and my 
people were proud. Out of  the 
aftermath from this second 
World War rose a new enemy, 
one who used fear and intimi-
dation of  a cold war to scar 
our country. I was involved in 
what would seem like child-
ish and disappointing conflicts 
over this cold war. Many of  my 
young countrymen lost their 
lives because of  this foolish and 
corrupt fear. This conflict was 
not handled properly, and I was 
scorned because of  it. For once I 
almost felt ashamed.

I soon began to rest. There 
were occasions on which I had 
to represent my people; for the 
most part, it was for a good 
cause. My people had grown 
strong together. We were tak-
ing strides to help lead all of  
humanity towards a new century 
of  technological advances and 
newfound freedoms throughout 

the world. It was so wonderful. 
We were strong, proud, generous 
and helpful to anyone who was 
in need.

Then the day came when 
my people would suffer. I had 
awakened to see a new sunrise, 
a beautiful one at that. It was a 
clear calm day in the fall. I had 
seen many mornings like this 
in the past, but this day would 
never be the same. An attack that 
terrorized my people came from 
the skies. I stood helplessly as 
my citizens perished. I was so 
helpless…

After all of  the concrete fell 
and the bent steel had rested, 
I began to search through the 
dust and destruction for help.  
It had been so dark, so scary to 
be alone. Through my darkest 
moments I never lost hope. I 
opened my eyes to see a bright 
light shine through the destruc-
tion and decay. As the light 
grew brighter I began to realize 
that it was a light from my own 
symbols, but for the first time 
these symbols represented the 
true character of  my people.  
They were united, strong even 

in a time of  the worst tragedy 
ever seen on their homeland.  
They searched endlessly for their 
lost ones. I was proud of  them. 
Through all of  the tears and pain 
they set aside their differences to 
become united as a country.

My people are strong, and I 
am a symbol of  their strength. 
As everything lay collapsed 
and bodies were set to rest, an 
individual taping the tragedy 
focused his camera through the 
rubble of  one of  the fallen build-
ings to find me. I was still flying 
in the air, poorly disfigured, but 
my help was on its way. I knew I 
would be strong once again.

You can insult me. You can 
burn me—attack me if  you 
must—but I will not give up.  
I am a symbol of  peace and 
freedom, and I am a symbol of  
justice. I am a symbol of  my 
people, and what a great people 
they are.

I am an American flag.

The flag, a symbol of the United States
JUSTIN GOAD
STAFF COLUMNIST
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Piracy, Piracy, Piracy! Bitcoins are 
about more than Piracy. It would 
be wrong to think that Bitcoin is 
only used for illegal activity. In 
fact, you use it like any other old 
currency. You can buy anything 
for laptops to food with it (see 
searchbitcoin.com). I mean, USD 
is used to buy drugs and pros-
titutes. But no one complains 

about cash.
-Jostmey

The author has an intellectually 
dim grasp of liberty and free 
trade. Cash is anonymous, too, 
and can be sent by mail for a 
user-to-user online transaction. 
By the author’s logic, all cash 
transactions if they are undocu-

mented should be treated as 
suspicious and should probably 
be made illegal as well.
-A.H.

One of the main, if not THE main, 
benefit of Bitcoin is that it fa-
cilitates low-overhead electronic 
transactions. All current main-
stream electronic transactions 

require a fee, usually paid by the 
vendor, to the banksters. This is 
essentially a private tax on all the 
trillions of dollars of electronic 
transactions. Bitcoin cuts the 
banksters out of the loop.
-Brucebo

RE: Bitcoins article by A.J. Sundar

Lara Sichi is a freshman in Arts &  
Sciences. Write to Lara Sichi at 
LARA.SICHI@STUDLIFE.COM

Shaking hands with strangers
LARA SICHI
STAFF COLUMNIST

I went jogging in Forest Park 
yesterday. As I was passing Art 
Hill, I was struck by all of  the 
flags covering its side. I had 
no idea that the flags would be 
there, but it doesn’t surprise me. 
9/11 has become such a fixture 
in our national conscience that 
a memorial is completely natu-
ral. In the aftermath, people 
reacted with a sense of  patriotic 
unity, which at the time, I only 
vaguely understood. For me at 
least, the legacy of  9/11 has 
been colored in part by patrio-
tism, but mainly by a sense of  
disillusionment and unease. I’m 
not really sure how I should be 
reacting to the 10th anniver-
sary of  9/11, though I suppose 
reflecting is the best thing I can 
do.

I remember where I was on 
9/11. I was a dumb 10-year-
old and, for me, New York was 
pretty much mythical—a place 

for movie stars and billionaires 
rather than “real” people. I 
came down for breakfast before 
school and saw my mom sitting 

on the couch in the living room, 
holding the phone and watch-
ing TV, her hand covering her 
mouth. I knew something was 
up immediately because my 
mom never, ever watched TV 
in the morning. After that, all 
I remember is confusion and 
fear. After the mechanics of  the 
attack were explained to me, I 
was afraid of  flying for years. 
Fear was probably the most last-
ing impression of  9/11 for me, 
mostly because I was so young 
and more abstract ideas about 
patriotism and foreign policy 

didn’t hit home in the same 
visceral way. 

As the years rolled by, 9/11 
became more and more of  a his-
torical event to me, occasionally 
a reminder of  the vulnerability I 
had felt when I was younger. By 
the time I was in high school, 
I was outspokenly liberal and 
scornful of  what I saw as 
complicity in racism and fear-
mongering—the wire-tapping, 
the racial profiling of  Muslims 
and U.S. involvement in the 
Middle East. 9/11 became 
wrapped up in my interpretation 
of  these events, co-opted as a 
threat of  what would happen if  
we didn’t fight the war on ter-
ror or institute racial profiling. 
Remembering the heroism of  
firefighters, policemen, soldiers 
and ordinary people was still 
natural and uncontroversial 
to me. 9/11 itself  was always 
overshadowed by my critical 
view of  what happened after 
and typically unremembered on 
the anniversary. 

This year, many people have 
9/11 Facebook statuses and 
there are plenty of  remembrance 
ceremonies, but life seems to be 
continuing normally. 

   To be honest, I would have 
forgotten about 9/11 if  my 
boyfriend hadn’t been in New 
York City on Saturday. Again, 
fear or, more accurately, unease 
was the only emotion I felt. He 
texted me to tell me about the 
“credible terrorist threat” Mayor 
Bloomberg had related on TV 
and the security checkpoints 
his bus had gone through. I had 
melodramatic visions of  his 
subway car being bombed. On 
Sunday, I immediately checked 
the news to make sure no terror 
attack had occurred. 

Though it’s been ten years, 
and we’ve killed Osama Bin 
Laden, America hasn’t escaped 
the negative legacy of  9/11. 
For the most part, at least for 
civilians without concrete 
connections to someone in the 
military, it’s relatively easy 

to forget there are still troops 
dying overseas. In some ways 
that’s actually a positive thing. 
Americans haven’t been crippled 
by fear or destroyed by terror-
ists. 9/11 is about resilience 
and remembrance of  valor, not 
victimhood. On the other hand, 
momentarily forgetting about 
troops abroad doesn’t change 
that situation. The general calm 
is occasionally punctured by a 
terror threat or an anniversary 
reminding us that our lives are 
not completely secure.

 I don’t feel particularly 
patriotic today, just sad, and I’m 
relieved that another terrorist 
attack didn’t happen. I don’t 
know what I should urge you 
all to do (this is theoretically an 
editorial, after all) other than 
disrupt your lives for a moment 
to reflect on 9/11, whatever that 
entails.

NATALIE VILLALON
STAFF COLUMNIST
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The changing face of 9/11

 I was sort of 
counting on the bus-
tle of adjustment to 
distract me from the 
less concrete conse-
quences of not living 
at home…namely, 
the part where 
you’re no longer liv-
ing at home. 

 Fear was 
probably the most 
lasting impression 
of 9/11 for me...



Tonight’s impending Tokyo Police Club concert got us here in 
Cadenza pretty excited, so instead of just telling you about it, we 
decided to throw together a fall concert preview. Here are some 
our most anticipated events.

Tokyo Police Club - Short of failing to get a ticket, Wash. 
U. students have no excuse for not coming out to enjoy Tokyo 
Police Club’s stop in St. Louis. These indie rockers native to 
Ontario are playing for free right in our own backyard. The band 
is well known to Canadian alternative-music aficionados, and 
it is beginning to make waves in the States, especially after the 
drop of the group’s 2010 album, “Champ.” Making a special 
appearance is St. Louis’ own Union Tree Review. (Tonight, 8 
p.m., The Gargoyle) - Elena Bell

They Might Be Giants might be getting old, but they’re still 
as much of a college staple as Ramen noodles. Since forming in 
the late ‘80s, They Might Be Giants has become an important 
part of the alternative/pop scene, and their newest album, “Join 
Us,” follows their usual pattern of quirky and catchy songs. The 
band’s music ranges far and wide, and their lyrical non-sequiturs 
are always entertaining. After nearly thirty years of playing to 
college students, They Might Be Giants know what they are 
doing. (9/24, 8 p.m., The Pageant) - Trevor Leuzinger

Aretha Franklin and Jay Leno - Okay, so this one’s more of a 
gala than a concert, but it’s still worth mentioning. The Peabody 
Opera House is reopening after a 14-month renovation process, 
and these two celebrities have been called in to celebrate the pre-
miere affair. It may be a bizarre mix of semi-stale comedy and 
some rocking by the Queen of Soul, but the benefit promises 
to be a good time. Proceeds go to the John L. Trotter Multiple 
Sclerosis Center at Barnes-Jewish Hospital. Maybe it’s not for 
our generation, but this event definitely deserves some r-e-s-p-e-
c-t. (10/1, 8 p.m., Peabody Opera House) - Andie Hutner

Death Cab for Cutie - The good news is, Death Cab for 
Cutie puts on a fantastic show. For a band with multiple radio 
hits, a song on the Twilight soundtrack and several mentions on 
“The O.C.,” Death Cab has somehow mystically managed to 
retain its cool factor. The latest album, “Codes and Keys,” pretty 
much sticks to what Death Cab does best: a mellow, alt-rock 
sound and choruses you can sing along to, but with a slight new 
edge of electronica. The bad news is, the show at the Pageant is 
already sold out. St. Louis just loves Death Cab too much for its 
own good. (10/2, 8 p.m., The Pageant) - Nora Long

Arctic Monkeys - “Suck It and See,” the title of Arctic 
Monkeys’ latest album, succinctly sums up what their sound 
is all about. With Alex Turner’s in-your-face vocals and Jamie 
Cook’s raw guitar riffs, Arctic Monkeys is an act that you 
need to take in live to understand why crowds go wild at every 
one of their shows. The band is set to rock The Pageant with 
new material like the fiery “Brick By Brick” and the heavier, 
slower anthem, “She’s Thunderstorms.” Of course you can 
expect some staples off of their classic album “Favourite Worst 
Nightmare,” like “Fluorescent Adolescent,” to be played as well. 
For anyone in the mood for some pop-inspired Brit-rock, this 
show is not to be missed. (10/4, 8 p.m., The Pageant) - Matt 
Freilich

Wilco - This show at the Peabody Opera House will bring 
to St. Louis a unique combination of old and new. Formed in 
Chicago 17 years ago, the alt-rock band Wilco has been com-
pared to Radiohead and My Morning Jacket. Its members have 
honed their performing skills with many years on the concert 
circuit. They are slated to release their newest album, titled “The 
Whole Love,” a week before the concert, meaning that there 
will be fresh, unfamiliar songs not only for the curious new 
Wilco fan but also for the long-time Wilco devotee. The show 
is already sold out, but tickets can be found for elevated prices 
online; regardless, no one should miss this extraordinary band’s 
performance in this unique and historic location. (10/4, 7:30 
p.m., Peabody Opera House) -  Joe Bernardi

Matt Nathanson -  Before some of the freshmen were born, 
Matt Nathanson released his first album, “Please.” Now, 18 
years later, he’s back with “Modern Love.” Nathanson pushes 
the boundaries of his usual sound with a rockier flair, especially 
heard in songs like “Mercy” and “Queen of (K)nots.” On the 
All Night Noise Tour, you’re likely to hear some old favorites 
like “Come On, Get Higher,” along with new songs that feature 
Nathanson’s breathy voice mixed with more up-tempo beats. 
Nathanson promises to bring a beautiful fall Night of Noise. 
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For pop culture lovers, awards shows are some of  the 
most rewarding and yet disappointing experiences of  the 
year. The Emmys can be particularly hurtful due to the 
fact that the same people and shows get nominated every 
year, leaving some beloved options in the dust. Because 
we’re not quite ready to give up our idealistic dreams 
of  “Friday Night Lights” or “Parks and Recreation” 
overcoming “Mad Men” and “Modern Family,” here’s 
a presentation of  who should win and who will win in 
some of  the major categories.

Predicting the Emmys: 
How wrong can we be?

St. Louis fall concert 
preview 

SEE STUDLIFE.COM  FOR  A PREVIEW OF BEN FOLDS AND OWL CITY

COURTESY OF TOKYO POLICE CLUB
Tokyo Police Club plays at the Gargoyle tonight at 8 p.m..

Best comedy series

NOMINEES: “Modern Family” (ABC), “30 
Rock” (NBC), “Glee” (FOX), “The Office” 
(NBC), “The Big Bang Theory” (CBS), “Parks and 
Recreation” (NBC).

SHOULD: We’re split. Half  of  us vote “Modern 
Family” and half  vote “Parks and Recreation.” 
Both have incredibly good supporting casts and a lot 
of  heart without being overly sentimental. “Parks 
and Recreation” may have the edge here, though, 
because a) Amy Poehler is amazing, and b) we like 
the underdogs.

WILL: “Modern Family.” “Modern Family”’s 
second season was as good as its winning first, and 
the Emmy voters are repeat offenders.

Best drama actor

NOMINEES: Jon Hamm, “Mad Men” (AMC); 
Steve Buscemi, “Boardwalk Empire” (HBO); Kyle 
Chandler, “Friday Night Lights” (NBC); Michael C. 
Hall, “Dexter” (Showtime); Hugh Laurie, “House” 
(FOX); Timothy Olyphant, “Justified” (FX).

SHOULD: Minus new entree Buscemi, everyone 
in this category should have won already but has 
been stiffed thanks to Bryan Cranston’s monopoly. 
Jon Hamm should probably win this year, though 
we’d be remiss to leave out Kyle Chandler in his 
final season as Coach Eric Taylor.

WILL: Jon Hamm. It’s probably his only chance 
(due to Cranston’s absence), and his work as a newly 
divorced man was often heart-wrenching.

Best comedy actress

NOMINEES: Tina Fey, “30 Rock” (NBC); Edie 
Falco, “Nurse Jackie” (Showtime); Amy Poehler, 
“Parks and Recreation” (NBC); Laura Linney, “The 
Big C” (Showtime); Martha Plimpton, “Raising 
Hope” (Fox); Melissa McCarthy, “Mike & Molly” 
(CBS).

SHOULD: Amy Poehler. This season, she made 
Leslie Knope a very real person whom you couldn’t 
help but root for.

WILL: Laura Linney. The Emmys likes big names, 
and her show is about cancer. She has a juicier role 
than the other nominees.

Best variety, music or comedy 
series

NOMINEES: “The Colbert Report” (Comedy 
Central), “Late Night with Jimmy Fallon” (NBC), 
“Saturday Night Live” (NBC), “Conan” (TBS), 
“Real Time with Bill Maher” (HBO), “The Daily 
Show with Jon Stewart” (Comedy Central).

SHOULD & WILL: Jon Stewart. He’s won con-
sistently, and he had our favorite Osama bin Laden 
coverage back in May. He might have only submit-
ted a few episodes for consideration, but that totally 
counts, right?

Best drama series

NOMINEES: “Boardwalk Empire” (HBO), 
“Friday Night Lights” (NBC), “Dexter” 
(Showtime), “Game of Thrones” (HBO), “The 
Good Wife” (CBS), “Mad Men” (AMC).

SHOULD: “Friday Night Lights.” “Mad Men” 
had some great episodes this year, but it has 
enough recognition. “Friday Night Lights” has 
been one of the best shows on television for the 
past half decade, and now is its time to be in the 
spotlight. Its final season brought about a glorious 
end that tied up stories for Coach, Tami, Tim and 
all the others. 

WILL: “Mad Men.” It has won every season 
it’s been on the air. Season three was incredibly 
slow and uninteresting, yet it still managed to beat 
the final season of “Lost.” How could it lose?

Best drama actress

NOMINEES: Julianna Margulies, “The Good 
Wife” (CBS); Elisabeth Moss, “Mad Men” 
(AMC); Mariska Hargitay, “Law & Order: 
SVU” (NBC); Kathy Bates, “Harry’s Law” 
(NBC); Connie Britton, “Friday Night Lights” 
(NBC); Mireille Enos, “The Killing” (AMC).

SHOULD: Connie Britton has carried the 
“Friday Night Lights” cast, and she really 
should have won already. Honorable mention 
goes to Elisabeth Moss for her stellar work in the 
episode, “The Suitcase.”

WILL: Julianna Margulies. Her strong-woman 
role is quite high-profile and critically acclaimed. 
Also, she won last year.

Best comedy actor

NOMINEES:  Steve Carell, “The Office” 
(NBC); Alec Baldwin, “30 Rock” (NBC); Jim 
Parsons, “The Big Bang Theory” (CBS); Matt 
LeBlanc, “Episodes” (Showtime); Louis C.K., 
“Louie” (FX); Johnny Galecki, “The Big Bang 
Theory” (CBS).

SHOULD & WILL:  Steve Carell. Michael 
Scott’s last episodes of  “The Office” were some 
of  the strongest of  the series, and Carell made 
them even better.

Best supporting comedy actor

NOMINEES: Ty Burrell, “Modern Family” 
(ABC); Jesse Tyler Ferguson, “Modern Family” 
(ABC); Ed O’Neill, “Modern Family” (ABC); Eric 
Stonestreet, “Modern Family” (ABC); Jon Cryer, 
“Two and a Half Men” (CBS); Chris Colfer, 
“Glee” (FOX).

SHOULD: Neil Patrick Harris or Nick 
Offerman. Oh, wait, you say they weren’t 
nominated? This is why we hate the Emmys.

WILL: Chris Colfer. It’ll be too hard for one of  
the four “Modern Family” men to break through 
and Jon Cryer definitely doesn’t deserve it. Colfer 
is the emotional center of “Glee,” regardless of the 
fact that he never does anything funny.

Best reality competition

NOMINEES:  “So You Think You Can Dance” 
(FOX), “Top Chef” (Bravo), “The Amazing Race” 
(CBS), “American Idol” (FOX), “Dancing With 
the Stars” (ABC), “Project Runway” (Lifetime).

SHOULD: “So You Think You Can Dance” 
makes dance interesting for people who have no 
interest in it, and the dances performed each week 
are stunningly beautiful. There’s rarely a weak 
routine, and the judges are fair, unlike the judges 
on other shows *cough*American Idol*cough*.

WILL: “Amazing Race.” It’s won every year 
except last year, but the amazing international 
shoots have made it an extremely strong con-
tender, despite a relatively weak season.
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As September weather favors a sporadic 
predictability that can only be mirrored by 
professors’ fluctuating homework assign-
ments, many wish to remain snuggled under 
the covers, tempted to press the snooze button 
one more time and wander through campus 
in an ensemble that can only be described as 
“pajama chic.” 

If this happens to you, two things will make 
you regret your decision: You’ll be too hot 
by your afternoon class, and the size of our 
school means you will have a large chance of  
running into someone who makes you wish 
you put on makeup and a skirt. The key to 
fall-weather wear lies in both layering and 
comfort, and below are Hot Seams’ tips for 
mastering both.

Through thick and thin
While tights will become the ideal acces-

sory for the cold, fall is the perfect season for 
the ultimate pajama alternative: leggings. 
Paired with an equally lightweight top, 
leggings serve as a great base for your fall 
wardrobe. To avoid yoga accusations, stick 
to clean-cut shirts—such as a long, crisp 
oxford—or a blazer for those colder morn-
ings. If  feeling particularly daring, spring for a 
pair of leggings with leather chaps, although 
I don’t recommend going full-on leather 
with this weather, unless you want a sticky 
situation. Chain stores such as Nordstrom 
have also been seen selling pairs in suede and 

corduroy for a dressier and classier look.
These boots are made for walking
Everyone knows that the walk to the 

Danforth Campus can feel lengthy, and 
flats have proven to be tighter and more 
blister-inducing than comfy summer sandals. 
Leather boots will provide comfort while 
lending an overall “fall” look to any outfit. 
For warmer days, pair leather boots with a 
silk summer dress, and you’re prepared for a 
colder transition. For the lazier, colder days, 
throw on a pair of boots with a large sweater 
and jeans and you’ve mastered the comfy chic 
style that you often envy in your classmates. 

Mastering the Midwestern charm
Since I’m a Florida girl, my greatest dif-

ficulty has been finding clothes that fit this 
comfy chic style that Midwestern natives 
seem to have down pat. The brilliance of the 
granny sweater had never struck me before I 
found it a necessity to stick a granny sweater 
in my backpack for those colder classrooms. 
When wearing a plaid shirt, avoid the cowboy 
stigma by making sure it is knee-length and 
pairing it with a crisp blazer. Minnetonka 
moccasins and boots embody St. Louis’ roots 
as the Gateway to the West and provide a 
fashionable and more comfortable alternative 
to leather boots. The key to Midwest wear 
seems to lie in comfort and necessity, two 
appealing adjectives when it comes to dressing 
for 9 a.m. classes.

Ranging from “Metabolics” in 2009 to 
“Rivane Neuenschwander: A Day Like Any 
Other” last year, Washington University’s 
Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum has 
often provided a forum for avant-garde or 
atypical art forms. Its two new fall openings, 
“Precarious Worlds: Contemporary Art from 
Germany” and “Tomás Saraceno: Cloud-
Specific,” certainly keep with this tradition. 
As contemporary art often does, both of these 
exhibits push the boundaries of how we per-
ceive and examine art.

“Precarious Worlds” delves into the rich 
German post-war art tradition, primarily 
drawn from the Kemper’s permanent collec-
tion and from items on loan. Since the end of  
World War II, Germany has often been on the 
cutting edge of contemporary art, with many 
artists—including Americans—moving or 
spending time there to hone their craft.

In the past hundred years, Germany has had 
a constantly-changing cultural and political 
nature—nationalism in the nineteenth century 
to the Great War, Nazism and World War II, 
the country’s reunification at the end of the 
Cold War—and as a result, this exhibition’s 
work often deals with flux and the melding of  
different styles. 

Drawing comparisons to “Chance 
Aesthetics,” a previous Kemper exhibition, 
these artists attempt to balance abstraction 
with the substantial, mixing non-pictorial 
designs and concrete portrayals. The com-
mon themes of fragility and our human frailty 
underlie much of their work.

Upon entering the gallery, one of the first 
works seen is “Untitled (yet),” a painting by 
Franz Ackermann that acts as a keynote for 
the entire exhibition. The painting is a tangled 
mass of shapes—both concrete and abstract—
with vine-like cables connecting them. One is 
able to discern a railway suspended in the air 
and what appears to be a housing unit. This, 
however, is the extent of the tangible nature 
of the work. The rest of the painting appears 
to be a series of abstract shapes and ropes set 
against a dark background. It brings to mind 
a tree house, lashed against a sapling with 
cords to stabilize it. The railroad and housing 
block thus serve as a sort of beacon of solidity 
against a backdrop of chaos. This perfectly 
balances the concrete and abstract nature of  
the exhibition and effectively acts as its thesis: 
That our tangible, palpable lives are counter-
weighted with some degree of tenuousness. 
They are, as the title of the exhibition states, 
precarious.

Next to “Untitled (yet)” hangs Corinne 
Wasmuht’s “Llanganuco Falls,” a depiction 
of Peru’s mountainous Huascarán National 
Park. Created by constructing a collage of  
photographs, projecting them onto a wood 
surface and painting it, the picture is complete 
with waterfalls, lush paths, pools and moun-
tains. It is not purely realistic, however; in 
keeping with the exhibition’s theme, it blends 

the unrepresentable with the concrete. Much 
of the color is washed out, and sections of the 
painting seem to have been painted on top of, 
or at 90-degree angles to each other. It appears 
almost chopped and pasted together—which, 
in a sense, is true. The overall effect highlights 
the ease with which we can change or alter the 
world, demonstrating its impermanence and 
uncertainty.

Other notable works include two columns 
of mirrors by Isa Genzken, in which the 
viewer’s face is ruptured by the cracks in the 
glass, and Michel Majerus’ “mm6,” reminis-
cent of the 1950s British-American Pop Art 
movement, especially of Andy Warhol and 
Roy Lichtenstein.

“Precarious Worlds” is an excellent example 
of the trend in art to synthesize new forms out 
of old; the combination of realistic depiction 
with abstraction allows the viewer to notice 
the disparity—and, thus, the lack of stabil-
ity—between life and the randomness that 
surrounds it.

Unlike “Precarious Worlds,” “Cloud-
Specific” is the work of one artist, Tomás 
Saraceno. While “Precarious Worlds” chooses 
to focus on the insecurity and unpredictabil-
ity of life and the world we live in, Saraceno 
instead concentrates on making the gallery an 
experimental, interactive space.

With a background in architecture, 
Saraceno blends science, art and architecture 
into something new. He draws on influences as 
disparate as Archigram, the avant-garde archi-
tectural movement of the 1960s known for its 
technology-inspired projects, and Buckminster 
Fuller, a former Wash. U. professor best 
known as the designer of the geodesic dome. 
In his work, Saraceno creates webs of spheres 
and plywood roped together with cords.

Saraceno has taken the age-old tradition of  
fusing science and art—exemplified by works 
such as Rembrandt’s “The Anatomy Lesson 
of Dr. Nicolas Tulp”—and brought it into the 

modern era. Replete with 21st century materi-
als, such as PVC films and solar panels, these 
creations hang suspended in the air. Some 
are made with balloons, some with plywood, 
all are connected to each other via rope. 
Reminiscent of neural networks and carbon 
rings, Saraceno’s opera of airborne objects—
though technically separate works—blend 
together to create a visual symphony.

The main attraction of the exhibit is “One 
Cloud Module,” a new take on the inflatable 
castle. Made out of aluminum, a PVC pillow, 
transparent film and solar cookers, visitors are 
allowed to bounce and roll around the inside 
of the work. This ability to interact with the 
work allows closer inspection, permitting the 
viewer to become a part of the exhibition, 
instead of merely an observer.

A large photograph occupies the back 
wall of the gallery. A variety of buildings—
including the St. Louis Arch in the lower left 
corner—take up the lower half of the chro-
mogenic print. It is the upper half, however, 
to which the viewer is drawn. This portion of  
the wall has been digitally altered, and appears 

to be filled with floating counterparts of the 
works dangling in the gallery. Black outlines of  
humans are visible, walking around the inside 
of the creations. This creates an unnerving 
duality; the human figures seem to make the 
picture more “real” while, rationally, the whole 
scene is unbelievable.

In “Cloud-Specific,” Saraceno successfully 
melds a variety of different disciplines to create 
something that evades a single label. It is not 
merely art, science or architecture—he fuses 
all three and takes off in a new direction with 
them. The exhibition is greater than the sum 
of its parts.

Despite their differences, the two exhibitions 
successfully accompany each other. They are 
unified by their examination of the limits of art 
and life. “Precarious Worlds: Contemporary 
Art from Germany” and “Tomás Saraceno: 
Cloud-Specific” are on display at the Mildred 
Kemper Lane Art Museum from Sept. 9 to 
Jan. 9. Admission is free.
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“Cloud-Specific” by artist Tomás Saraceno is on display at Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum. Saraceno’s work turns the gallery into an interactive space.
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Trailing by two goals at halftime, 
the No. 16 ranked Washington 
University’s women’s soccer team 
stormed back in the second half  
to top DePauw University 3-2 on 
Friday and remain undefeated.

“We played well,” head coach 
Jim Conlon said. “DePauw is a 
quality team.”

Wash. U. dominated possession 
and had a 15-to-3 advantage in 
shots in the first half, but DePauw 
was still able to score twice in the 

first half  on the counterattack. 
The first goal for the Tigers came 

only seven minutes into the game. 
Following a foul, the 20-yard free 
kick by midfielder Alex Ehr was 
blasted past the wall and into the 
top right corner of  the Bears’ goal. 

Only a few minutes later, 
DePauw was on the counterattack 
again. After a number of  quick 
passes, Ehr found midfielder Chloe 
Jacob for a one-timer, culminating 
in their second goal in the 16th 
minute.

The rest of  the half  passed with 
multiple chances for the Bears but 
an inability to find the back of  the 
net. Tigers’ goalkeeper Caroline 
Kerr had 10 saves in the first half, 
preventing the Red and Green 
from evening the score.

At the half, Conlon just told 
the team one thing: “Play Bear 
soccer.”

It did not take long for the come-
back to start in the second half. 
Thirty seconds in, a free kick from 
the left side by senior midfielder 
Lee Ann Felder was headed in by 
senior forward Emma Brown to 
reduce the deficit to one.

“We came out fighting in the 
second half,” Brown said. 

Wash. U. dominated play in the 
last 45 minutes. The ball barely left 
their possession and DePauw was 
held to just one shot. The Bears 
had many opportunities as they 
kept the ball on their offensive 
area. 

In the 55th minute, Brown 
scored again to tie the game. The 

ball was in a scrum near the goal 
and Brown was able to tap it into 
the bottom left corner. 

Twenty minutes later, a free kick 
by sophomore Kate Doyle was 
brought under control and scored 
by junior Lauren Clatch for her 
first goal of  the season. Clatch’s 
score gave the Bears the advantage 
and finished the scoring for the 
night. 

“We played the way we are 
capable of  playing,” Conlon said. 
“[But] it’s just one game.”

The remainder of  the game 
passed quietly as DePauw was 
unable to find any way to sustain 
possession; One good chance was 
offset by an offsides call, giving the 
ball back to the Bears.

“Our heart showed through,” 

Brown said.
Wash. U. concluded the week-

end with a 1-0 victory over Rhodes 
College on Sunday afternoon. 
Senior forward Mari Greenberg 
volleyed in the game-winning goal 
in the 38th minute off  of  an assist 
from sophomore Jessica Johnson.

The Bears outshot the Lynx 
25-1 and recorded 13 shots on 
goal. Junior goalkeeper Clara 
Jaques recorded the save in the 
seventy-fifth minute and was not 
challenged for the majority of  the 
game.

Wash. U. faces Principia College 
on Tuesday, Sept. 13 in Elsah, Ill., 
at 7 p.m.
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Senior captain Lauren Budde sends a ball over the net against No. 6 Christo-
pher Newport University. The Bears defeated CNU in straight sets on Saturday. 
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U. swept the tournament without 
dropping a set for the second straight 
year.

“We came in, and we competed, 
and at times we took them out of  
their play,” Luenemann said. “We 
were in our system and they were not 
in their system.” 

Against CNU, the team weathered 
some struggles and a .191 hitting per-
centage to push its season record to 
10-0. Senior Lauren Budde led the 
way up front for the Bears, record-
ing 12 kills, and sophomore Meghan 
Byrne followed her with 10. With 
sophomore outside hitters Megan 
Odenthal and Tessa Blood out with 
injuries, freshman Lindsay Juriga 
stepped in and tallied eight kills.

“Lindsay was awesome,” junior 
Drew Hargrave said. “She really 
had to step up this weekend…and I 
thought her hitting was amazing. She 
never gets frazzled as a freshman.”

However, the defensive players 
were the heroes in the match. Senior 
Tricia Brandt picked up 17 digs, 
Budde had 11 and every Wash. U. 
player in the match dug at least one 
ball. 

Earlier in the day, the team made 

quick work of Whitewater, as Budde 
again took control by hitting 14 for 
18 (.778) with no errors. Hargrave 
matched Budde’s 14 kills as well.

On Friday, the Bears opened up 
the tournament without much dif-
ficulty against the Klondikes. Budde 
(15 kills) and Hargrave (11) again 
paced the team offensively, and 
junior Marilee Fisher’s 38 assists 
were a high for her on the weekend. 
Brandt’s 15 digs were a team high on 
the match. 

Sophomore Kaia Schwartz put 
forth a strong effort, with four kills 
(.400 percentage) and four total 
blocks.

Friday’s late match was the fourth 
time Wash. U. and Carthage had 
squared off since November of 2009, 
and all four times Carthage was 
ranked 13th or higher and was in the 
top 10 three times. But this match 
had the same result as the previ-
ous three, as the Bears won without 
allowing a set to the Lady Reds. The 
match was similar to Saturday’s final 
game; the team hit a season-low .186, 
but the defense, whose 62 digs were a 
season high before Saturday, carried 
the team.

Budde, who had double-digit kills 
in every match and ended with 54 
total for the tournament, was named 
to the all-tournament team with 
Hargrave, who had 40 kills of her 
own and Pang, who had 62 digs.

With its usual suspects performing 
at high levels, the team is optimistic 
about the season so far.

“I think we’re playing a lot better 
than we did last season at this point,” 
Hargrave said. “I’m just really excited 
about where we are.”

The Bears head to Colorado to 
face three more ranked schools, 
beginning with old rival No. 9 Juniata 
College on Friday evening at 5:00  
p.m. MDT. Wash. U. has won three 
straight against Juniata, including a 
come-from-behind 3-2 victory on the 
same weekend last year.

“The greatest war in the history of  
volleyball: Juniata and Washington 
University. The most storied rivalry in 
Division III volleyball,” Luenemann 
said. “Both teams are gonna come 
out, both guns a-blazin’.”

VOLLEYBALL FROM PAGE 1



The Washington University foot-
ball team kept its word about going 
“all in.”

On Saturday, the Bears rolled over 
the Rhodes College Lynx, show-
ing no mercy either offensively or 
defensively, resulting in a final score 
of 48-21. Scoring six touchdowns 
and two field goals in the win, the 
Red and Green improved its season 
record to 2-0.  

“Overall, I felt really great about 
the game,” head coach Larry 
Kindbom said. “We played really 
hard...both of our quarterbacks 
were great on the field and [senior 
wide receiver] Easton Knott showed 
everyone why he’s a heck of a 
receiver.”

On the first drive, Wash. U. started 
quickly and played with poise as 
junior quarterback Dan Burkett 
wasted no time in leading the team 
down the field. The drive ended with 
Knott’s first touchdown catch of the 
game. 

As the first quarter continued, 
both defenses stopped several offen-
sive drives. When the Bears’ third 
drive resulted in an interception, the 
Lynx offense finally broke through 
with a touchdown throw from soph-
omore quarterback Tyler Perkins to 
senior wide receiver Buddy Legins. 
Gambling to keep the momentum 
going, the Lynx decided to try an 
onside kick, resulting in a Wash. U. 
recovery.

“We thought that the special 
teams would have an effect early 
against Rhodes since we didn’t really 
know much about them,” Kindbom 
said. “They didn’t recover that 
onside kick which was a huge stop-
per [for them]. That was when the 
momentum went our way and we 

executed well.”
The Bears brought the heat 

after the onside kick, starting with 
senior wide receiver Michael Weiss’ 
15-yard reverse and ending with 
Knott’s second touchdown catch of  
the game.

With the score 14-7, Kindbom 
decided to give Rhodes a taste of its 
own medicine as junior kicker Eric 
Chalifour executed an onside kick 
that was recovered by sophomore 
safety Tate Byers. The gamble suc-
ceeded as junior quarterback Adam 
Banks led the team down the field, 
capping the drive with a 16-yard pass 
to Knott, his third touchdown recep-
tion of the afternoon. 

“Those touchdown catches were 
[all] kind of a blur. It happened really 
fast with two [touchdown catches] in 
the first quarter and one in the sec-
ond, but it was great,” Knott said. 
“We had a game plan [but] we didn’t 
know what to expect...one of the 
reasons our offense has been so good 
is because we practice against one of  
the toughest defenses in the nation 
every day.”

The Bears’ defense forced the 
Lynx to punt once, and Banks led 
Wash. U. to another touchdown 
drive, this time to sophomore run-
ning back John Hagemann. Despite 
the lead, Wash. U.’s defense contin-
ued its strong play as sophomore 
linebacker Peter Lowery forced a 
Lynx fumble.

With a 31-7 halftime lead, the 
Bears started substituting sev-
eral back up players offensively 
and defensively. Backup players 
such as sophomore quarterbacks 
Eric Daginella and Alex Hines 
and freshman wide receiver Tim 
Bartholomew showed their play-
making skills on the field, helping 
score another 17 points.

Though the defense allowed 
more than 300 yards and 21 points, 
Kindbom believes that the defense 
still played at a very high level.

“We knew they had a good quar-
terback and good receivers, and they 
were the team that beat us last year 
so they’re going to get some yards,” 
he said. “We prepared all week 
with three or four different offensive 
looks. They frequently stopped the 
team within the 50-yard line. Our 
defense stopped the run, made great 
turnovers and gave us a chance to 
win.”

Though the Bears are pleased 
with their win, Wash. U. is prepar-
ing to take on No. 19 Wittenberg 
University at Francis Field on 
Saturday, Sept. 17.

“We really executed and played 
a great game,” junior running back 
Chris Castelluccio said. “But that’s 
the past. Now we’ve got to focus 
about our next game and get another 
win.”

Football 
steamrolls 
Rhodes 
College
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

FOR RELEASE SEPTEMBER 12, 2011

ACROSS
1 “Close!”
7 Cartoon monkey

10 __ bonding
14 Create trouble
16 Mount near

Olympus
17 See 64-Across
19 Marx’s “__

Kapital”
20 Smallish quarrel
21 With attitude
22 It may be painted
23 NASA moon

lander
24 See 64-Across
33 “Alfred”

composer, 1740
34 Study fields
35 Something

golfers often
break

36 Martial arts facility
37 Molasses-like
38 LaBeouf of

“Transformers”
films

39 Latin 101 word
40 Drummer in

Goodman’s band
41 Crammer’s

concern
42 See 64-Across
46 Quite a while
47 Unsafe?
48 It’s sometimes

shaved
51 Smith’s item
53 Contend
56 See 64-Across
60 “__Cop”: 1987

film
61 Plant-based

weight loss
regimen

62 Former cygnet
63 Scale notes
64 Clue for this

puzzle’s four
longest answers

DOWN
1 Riding sch., e.g.
2 Dharma teacher
3 Rose Parade

flowers
4 Home of the

Woody Hayes
Athletic Ctr.

5 Electric eye, e.g.

6 Capital SSW of
Seoul

7 Going head to
head

8 Vita
9 Spigoted vessel

10 Parisian words of
friendship

11 Sale caveat
12 WWII transports
13 Lenient
15 Short stop?
18 Windows

openers
22 Palm in one’s

palm?
23 Reporter’s source
24 Co-Nobelist with

Begin in 1978
25 Teaser
26 One variety of it

remains green
when ripe

27 Book after Micah
28 Kvetch
29 Hard nut to crack
30 Questionnaire

catchall
31 Certain believer
32 Election prizes
37 Air__: Southwest

subsidiary

38 BA or HR
40 Titan of

publishing
43 Put trust in
44 Where distasteful

humor often goes
45 Hopi home
48 Violas, cellos,

etc.: Abbr.
49 Bad thing to eat
50 “Rubáiyát” rhyme

scheme

51 Georgia and
Latvia, once:
Abbr.

52 Fireplace shelf
53 Gold source
54 Really ticked
55 Some attendance

figs.
57 TV dial letters
58 Herd dining area
59 Prof’s address

letters

Thursday’s Puzzle Solved
By Steve Salitan

(c)2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

SOLUTION TO
THURSDAY’S PUZZLE

Level: 
1 2
3 4

© 2011 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

9/12/11

HOW TO PLAY 
Spell the phrase in the grid above 
it, writing each unique letter only 
once. The correct solution will 
spell the complete phrase along a 
single continuous spelling path 
that moves horizontally vertically 
and diagonally. Fill the grid from 
square to square - revisiting letters as needed to 
complete the spelling path in order. Each letter 
will appear only once in the grid. 

9/8 SOLUTION

topic:    Books

your AD here.

SPONSORED BY:

maniapuzzle

DEREK SHYR
SPORTS REPORTER

The Washington University 
men’s soccer team may still be look-
ing to improve this season, but its 
performance in the first four games 
have proven to be a fine start.

With a 3-0 win over Rhodes 
College on Saturday night in 
Memphis, Tenn., the Bears have 
moved to 4-0 on the season and are 
outscoring their opponents 8-2 so 
far.

Senior forward Dylan Roman 
scored in his third straight game, 
coming in the 36th minute against 
the Lynx, already eclipsing the two 
he scored all of  last year. 

“[Senior] Kevin Privalle broke 
down the left-hand side, and he cut 
past the defender and crossed it in,” 
Roman said. “I gave a little shake-
and-bake to my defender and cut in 
front of  him and just volleyed it in.”

Aside from his new neon yellow 
cleats, Roman attributes his move 
from outside midfielder to forward 
and the increased number of crosses 
to his increased tally this season.

“I’m in the box a lot more, and 
I’ve had a lot more chances to score 
than in years past,” he said. “People 
have just [been] playing good balls 
into the middle, and I’m lucky 
enough to finish them.”

Head coach Joe Clarke has been 
using his leading scorer in a substi-
tute’s role: Roman has played in all 
four games, but not started in any.

“I guess what happens is I come 
on later in the games, when the 
other teams are tired, and I’m sup-
posed to run past them and score,” 
Roman said. “As long as I keep 
doing that it’s good, as long as it’s 
good for the team.”

Despite a six goal differential, the 
Bears have not been satisfied with 
the score lines of  their first four 
games. Backline communication 
and finishing chances are two areas 

the team wants to improve upon.
“We have dominated most 

games, but we’ve struggled in 
breaking down defenses in the 
final third,” senior co-captain Cody 
Costakis said. “Some of  it has been 
a lack of  finishing, but I think more 
so we haven’t made ourselves qual-
ity scoring chances.”

However, Costakis believes the 
Bears did show improvement in the 
final third against Rhodes.

Converted center back Brian 
Wright, a junior, has been growing 
more comfortable in his new role 
alongside fellow midfield convert 
junior Kenji Kobayashi.

“We’re pretty close and really 
good friends,” Wright said. “He can 
yell at me, and I can take it, I can 
yell at him, and he can take it.”

Both Kobayashi and Wright feel 
more comfortable on the ball than 
many center backs because of  their 
experience playing up-front and in 
the middle. This fits in well with the 
possession-oriented mentality of  the 
team as whole.

“Some teams will just kick it long 
and chase after it and they’re more 
athletic and not as skilled,” Wright 
said. “But we just try to ping the 
ball and keep the ball. We have pos-
session much more then the other 
teams do.”

Despite the new backline and 
dissatisfaction with creating and fin-
ishing the chances, the Bears moved 
up 12 spots in the national rankings 
from No. 19 to No. 7 during the first 
week of  the season.

“We all really want to do some-
thing special,” White said. “We’ve 
seen what we could do last year, 
we made the tournament and had 
an unlucky break. This year I think 
we can [do] just as good and even 
better.”

ADAM WEINBERGER
SPORTS REPORTER

Bears extend unbeaten 
streak with road victory

NATHANIEL MARGOLIES | BEARMOMENTS.COM

Defensive back Tate Byers leaps over players from Rhodes College on Saturday 
afternoon. The team went on to a sweeping victory over the Tennesse school.

Write to Derek Shyr at 
DEREK.SHYR@STUDLIFE.COM

Write to Adam Weinberger at 
ADAM.WEINBERGER@STUDLIFE.COM
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